Great interest was stimulated by our
recent Rottweiler feature and this was
forwarded to us by some concerned
readers who felt our examples of the
acceptable tails were not wide ranging
enough. What a shame it was not sent in
time to be included in the Feature.
We had of course checked the
wording of the current FCI Standard and
on the downloadable PDF from the ADRK
it states: TAIL: In natural condition, level
in extension of the upper line; at ease
may be hanging.
There is no illustration on the ADRK
site although we do understand there is in
fact a reference to it there in German. By
publishing it we are delighted to be able to
do a service for all interested people due
to the extensive readership of National
DOG world wide in both print and online.
With all due respect, we also feel that
what has been translated as a SABLE tail
in the English version surely should in
fact be a sabre tail - a world of difference
and a term completely understood by all
competent judges, unless the translation
is meant to be to that of a sable fur bearing
creature, which is unlikely.

KINTAMANI BALI DOG
BREED STANDARD

(Based on: Keputusan Rakernas II perkin Feb18,2006 No.Kep.06/Rakernas/II/2006 )
FCI Classification: Group 5 : Spitz and Primitive types
Group 5 : Asian Spitz and Related Breeds
Place of Origin: Kintamani Bali - Indonesia
Typical: Working Dog

EAR: The ear set are strong and thick, well equipped and mounted high and carried erect,
and tear set facing a little bit to the front likewise “a reverse V” and the top of the ear are
round.
NECK: Have a strong neck with a medium length support by strong muscles, and will
performed a nice and gorgeous. Covered with heavy double coats
BODY: The average heights and body length are 9 : 10
Topline : Level and Strong

GENERAL APPEARANCE: Kintamani Bali Dog has a very elegant appearance with a Chest : Broad and well-ribbed with brisket reaching the elbow
medium size, and consider as a guard dog. Tapped with long white color coat, look elegant
Ribs : Oval Shape
with nice and abundant hair, and have a thick undercoat
TAIL: The plumed tail with a thick coat, Curls over their back
that will hold up in the neck and tail, has a fluffy undercoat
and the middle of it little bit curls likewise squirrel’s tail.
likewise squirrel’s tail.
FEET: The pasterns are straight and parallel to each other, with
CHARACTER TEMPERAMENT: Kintamani Bali are
a strong like a cat claw. Forelegs are also straight if seen from
active and lively, smart and highly trainable, have an alert
hind view, and from side view a little bit straight with a little
and high curious characteristic. Live closely and loyal to
angulations.
the owner.
HEAD: Classified to the head clean category, upper head
level is broad, forehead and cheek are flat with big and
strong muzzles and proportion to the head size

GAIT: The Kintamani Bali gait is smooth and free

SKULL: When view from the top the skull looks like a
triangle and the length of the muzzles almost half of their
head, it has a narrow stop

COAT: Long and thick coat, have a white color with a white red
color on the top of the coat, ear’s, tail’s and hindquarter’s coat
colors are red orange. Long coat along shoulders forming a frill

NOSE: Color of nose pigmentation is black and dark
brown, the color of the nose might be changed to be pale
due to growing process

SIZE. HEIGHTS:

SKIN: With a pigmentation of dark brown at the nose, eye
rims, seroform, anus, pelalum, lips and under feet.

Dogs : 45 - 55 cm

MUZZLE: It has a scissor bites and the total upper bites
teeth is 20 and lower bites teeth is 22

Bitch : 40 - 50 cm

LIPS: The color of the lips are dark brown closely to black,
tongue’s have a blue spot or fully blue colors

1. Coat Color not white and if the red orange color not found at ear
coat color

EYES: The eyes are dark brown, medium is size and have
an almond shape, The eye lashes white color and the eye
rims are dark brown

2. If the size less than 40 cm and or over than 57 cm

MAJOR FAULTS:
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